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1.1. ABOUT VICKY FOODS
Our CSR Report reflects the materialisation of our

precision, balance, clarity, comparability, reliability,

we have identified and reflected the impact of our

Corporate Social Responsibility strategy in a review of

and punctuality.

activity for each of the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).

the challenges, initiatives, and achievements during
2020. True to our commitment to sustainability, and

It should be noted that our commitment to the Ten

despite the difficult external circumstances resulting

Principles of the Global Compact materializes in the

Finally, we dedicate this document and all the achie-

from COVID-19, this year we have gone a step further

form of policies and initiatives that are reflected

vements of 2020 to the memory of Victoria Fernán-

in our commitment to a more sustainable model.

throughout this report. Furthermore, in our firm

dez, the soul of Vicky Foods, whose drive, spirit, and

conviction to contribute to achieving the challenges

strength have given us the courage to overcome this

of the United Nations 2030 Agenda, in this report,

atypical year. Eternal thanks.

We have prepared this report in line with the transparency exercise we have been voluntarily undertaking for years with a twofold objective: to provide
relevant information on our sustainability performance and to inform all our stakeholders about how
we meet their expectations.
The report is structured and built around the concept of materiality, focusing on those aspects that
are important to both Vicky Foods and our stakeholders. In order to determine these aspects, we conducted analysis with input from all the company's
stakeholders.
In our efforts to ensure the quality of our CSR
report and to provide a useful tool for information
and decision-making, in the process of creating this
report, we have taken into account the guidelines
set by the Global Reporting Initiative through its
GRI Standards. We always adhere to its principles of
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1.2. A LETTER FROM OUR CEO
have been more necessary than ever. We know that, in

made efforts to support those families most affected

times of crisis, CSR is a sure way to face difficulties and

by COVID-19. Finally, August marked a milestone in our

grow in a sustainable way.

history with the birth of the Vicky Foods Foundation
which has enabled us to structure the management of

After almost 70 years of activity, our origins have been

all the company's social actions.

more present than ever to help us define our present

Rafael Juan
CEO OF VICKY FOODS

and future. We have recalled where we came from

In environmental matters, we are proud to have

and how important our values have been in getting to

maintained our commitments in 2020 and, in addition,

and maintaining where we are. Therefore, true to our

to have made an ambitious commitment to sustaina-

corporate philosophy, we have continued to focus on

bility by introducing biodegradable packaging for our

quality, customer satisfaction, team development, CSR,

Dulcesol brand.

continuous improvement, and innovation.
In innovation, we have continued to comply with the
In March, the pandemic broke out, and at Vicky Foods,

commitments acquired with AECOSAN; working to

aware of the important role we had to play as a food

improve the nutritional profile of our products and,

company, we continued to do what we do best, feeding

in addition, we have launched a wide variety of new

families with quality products while making a positi-

proposals on the market.

ve impact on society and minimising our environmental footprint.

We invite you to read this Report to learn how we have
faced the challenges of 2020 and how team commit-

To make this a reality, we have continued to work on

ment and socially responsible action have enabled

This year we present our Sustainability Report with a

the three central pillars of our CSR strategy: people,

us to continue to bring quality and more sustainable

mixture of sadness due to the difficulties experienced

environment, and innovation.

products to millions of homes around the world.

during 2020 but also hope because it seems that the
pandemic is beginning to give us a break.

We adapted our processes to ensure the safety of the
whole team; we supported our distributors and cus-

The efforts we make each year to advance our CSR

tomers; we fulfilled our commitment to assure con-

roadmap in the different areas of our 2020 business

sumers of our products on the shelves; and we have

We hope you enjoy reading it.
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1.3. MANAGEMENT'S
LETTER OF
APPRECIATION
TO VICKY FOODS
STAFF
In such a difficult year, we would like to express our
sincere thanks and admiration to all the people who
make up Vicky Foods.
When we celebrated the arrival of 2020, none of us imagined the challenges and difficulties we would face in
the coming months that have changed us forever.
2020 has reminded us of the need to be united to overcome the obstacles that stand in our way, and at Vicky
Foods, we have been able to see this first-hand, seeing
the efforts of each and every one of the people who
form part of this great family every day.
The situation was very complicated and there was a lot
of uncertainty, and despite this and the new working
systems, every day, underneath the masks and protective equipment, there were the smiles that you have
comforted the rest of the team with.
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Aware of the essential role that food companies have
played in this crisis, your commitment has surpassed
all limits and you have shown exceptional professionalism that has made it possible for us to continue
bringing our products to millions of families.
We also want to highlight the big heart that you have,
getting involved in the social initiatives that we have
launched and that, thanks to your contributions, have
allowed us to be closer to and help those who need
it most. You are an example of solidarity and social
commitment.
We hope that 2021 will bring us back to peace of mind
and good times in the company of family and friends.
At Vicky Foods, we will continue to work every day to
guarantee your job security and stability because you
are indispensable pillars and a great example of a team.
We are convinced that thanks to you we will go
forward, united and stronger.
Thank you.
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2.1. ABOUT US
In 1952, Victoria Fernández and Antonio Juan opened
a small family bakery in Villalonga (Valencia), because
they wanted to provide bread for the whole neighbourhood. Our products soon became popular in the
city and the region, and a few years later, our muffins
began to form part of breakfast in millions of homes.
In 2019, we stopped being the Dulcesol Group to adopt
a new corporate identity adapted to our vision of the
future: we are Vicky Foods.

With the new
Vicky Foods,
now more
than ever, we
continue "to
innovate to feed
a better world."

We are a large company,
made up of 2,653 people,
but we have maintained
our roots as a family
business, with 100% of our
own capital.
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The work of a team committed to quality, innovation, and continuous improvement

products that meet the needs of our customers.

A team committed to quality, innovation, and
continuous improvement, the best ingredient
for sustainable growth.

We know that we are what we are thanks to Antonio's entrepreneurial spirit and the

Despite the generational change in the management of the

innovative drive of Victoria, a woman ahead of her time. Therefore, in homage to our

company, Victoria's legacy and innovative vision are present

origins, the group's new corporate identity bears her name: Vicky. Although we keep

in every corner of our work centres and in a team committed

the same essence, in her words 'we are still one big family, feeding other families.'

to quality, innovation, and continuous improvement that

has made it possible for our products to be present today in more than 50 countries
on four continents, we have four factories, and we continue to work daily to develop

works daily to continue offering the best food products for
our consumers.
Thanks to our team, Vicky Foods can continue to develop our
international expansion strategy and push creativity and
innovation in the field of food. The work of each and every
member of our team has made it possible for Vicky Foods
to grow by more than 6.5% in one of the toughest years in
economic and social terms in living memory and to accelerate
its international expansion, bringing our products to families
all over the world.
This growth has enabled us to give back to society, and during 2020, we were able to help the people most affected by
COVID-19 with various initiatives and, in particular, with the
donation of 424,000 kg of our products.
Thanks, team!
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Our history

1952
Antonio Juan opens
a local bakery in
Villalonga.

1997
We obtain our first ISO
9000 certification from
the Quality Assurance
System.

2002

2015

We start producing our
own packaging after the
purchase of Ducplast,
thus improving our
competitiveness.

The "Black" line is launched
for sophisticated palates.
The "Hnos. Juan®" brand
of refrigerated products
begins to take shape.

2017
We launch “Be Plus®," a
new healthy multi-product brand.

1964

1993

2006

2014

2018

Victoria begins to innovate with new products
such as palmiers, cakes,
buns, and our "Glorias."

The dream of bringing
our products to families
all over the world begins:
we start our first exports
to Portugal.

After more than 50 years,
we have resumed bread
production under the
Dulcesol® brand.

We open our first
manufacturing plant abroad,
in Algeria, where Dulcesol®
is currently the leader in
industrial confectionery.

We create the Centre for
Innovation, Nutrition and
Health (CINS) to boost the
well-being of consumers and
people in the organisation.

1969

1984

2007

2013

2019

We open the first factory
in Villalonga due to the
high demand for bakery
products.

We open our own egg
production farm to ensure
the quality, traceability,
and excellence of this raw
material.

The second generation of
the family takes over the
management of the company. We start to manufacture our well-known "Soles."

We launch our first line
of baby food.

As a tribute to our origins,
our new corporate identity,
Vicky Foods, is born and we
inaugurate the Innovation
Centre.

1976

1978

2009

2011

2020

The Dulcesol® brand is
born and spreads to the
homes of thousands of
Spanish consumers.

Our growth allows us to
open a second factory
in Gandía, currently the
company's headquarters.

We draw up a new 20082014 Strategic Plan to open
up new markets through
internationalisation and
diversification.

We start to distribute
our first cocoa and
hazelnut spreads.

We strengthen our commitment to society and the
environment by creating the
Vicky Foods Foundation and
launching our first biodegradable packaging.
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Key figures in 2020

We work to bring
our products to
families around
the world.

Sales

Points of sale

78

80,000

Million in sales in
international markets

Invoicing

175,000
More than 175,000 tonnes
produced

Growth of the international market (in millions of euros)

international expansion, we have taken
our products to more than 50 countries
we have maintained an upward trend
in production and sales volume both

Million euros of
investments (8%
more than in 2019)

Production

Million euros
invoiced

on four continents. In all these years,

39.1

Nearly 80,000 points of
sale in Spain

376
Since 2008, in a firm commitment to

Investments

54

46

57.4

65.8

2018

2019

78

internationally and nationally where we
continue to be leaders in volume in the
pastry and bakery sector.

2016

2017

2020
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International markets
France

United
Kingdom

Spain

Portugal

Italy

Morocco

Algeria

International presence
Important markets
13
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Ducplast, S.L.
In addition, for years we have
been focusing on diversifying
our product line to meet the
needs of our consumers, including our youngest consumers.
With a variety of more than
350 items grouped under our
three commercial brands, we
have baby food products, ready
meals, fruit and vegetable purées, cocoa creams, and a wide
variety of pastry, bakery, and
bread products.

Printing of flexible plastic containers for
our factories.
Dulcesa, S.L.U.
Manufacture of cake, pastry, and bakery
products.
Dulcesol Maghreb, S.A.R.L.
Manufacture of cake, pastry, and bakery
products.
Ecoiberope, S.L.
Manufacture of ready meals.
Granjas Dulcesol, S.L.U.

In order to achieve efficiency in
the preparation of this wide variety of products, increase our
competitiveness, and be ready
to respond to more sectors, our
corporation is organised into 35
trading companies that are governed by similar processes and
management systems. Among
them, the following stand out:

Poultry farming and processing of egg
products.
Juan y Juan Industrial, S.L.U.
Manufacture of cake, bakery, and bread
products, cocoa spreads, baby food, and
vegetable and fruit purees.
Vicky Foods Products, S.L.U.
Transport, marketing, and distribution
of food products.
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Mission, vision, and values

Our
mission

Our
values

To offer our customers and
consumers the best value
for money, to be leaders in
our strategic markets, and
to expand internationally.

Quality, maximum customer satisfaction, commitment to training and
professional development,
social responsibility, continuous improvement and
innovation, and a commitment to reinvestment.

Our
vision

Our
DNA

We want Vicky Foods to be
an innovative and sustainable food company with a
strong leadership position,
international projection,
and a focus on satisfying
the demands of all our customers and consumers.

We are an efficient, competitive family business with
our own financing model
with high production
capacity.
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2.2. OUR BUSINESS

Our main strategic
objectives for 2019-2022

Business strategy

1.

2.

Our strategy for the coming years is set out in the

Maintain profitability of
net assets.

Grow our family of
products with the
“Dulcesol®” brand.

2019-2022 Strategic Plan which outlines the path to follow to consolidate our leadership position and advance
in international expansion while, at the same time, the
integration of CSR helps us to return value to society
and care for the environment.
This Plan is reflected in a strong commitment to digitalisation and technological transformation as a way
to increase our internal competitiveness; in the expansion of the Dulcesol® product family and the creation
of new, healthier Be Plus® product lines to reach all
customer segments; and in strengthening transparency
and intangible asset management to ensure the satisfaction of our stakeholders. All of this with the aim of
continuing to offer innovative, quality, and sustainable
products that meet the needs of increasingly deman-

for the environment, ensuring a prosperous future for

ding consumers who are concerned about the impact

generations to come.

of their consumption decisions.
During the COVID-19 crisis, we have demonstrated
We see the company as a member of society, and as

and continue to demonstrate that we are resilient and

such, we are committed to a positive interrelationship

fundamental key players with the capacity to generate

between both agents in order to achieve mutual pro-

a positive impact on society and we believe that it is

gress: prosperous companies can only grow and thrive

our duty to take advantage of this position of strength

only in prosperous societies. In this way, our sustai-

to also lead the change towards a more sustainable

nability policies aim to bring value to society and care

food model.

3.

4.

Promote the new categories of “Be Plus®” healthy
products as well as the
products from the “Hermanos Juan®” brand.

Strengthen our distribution network, reaching
customers and consumers
more efficiently.

5.

6.

Continue with our international expansion.

Improve our internal
competitiveness.

7.

8.

Promote our brand, product development, CSR,
and new technologies.

Attract and retain talent.
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Our CSR Strategy
Our CSR strategy is based on three pillars that determine the priority lines of action for the company and our
stakeholders: innovation, environment, and people.
We have also kept the 17 United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and the 169 goals in which
they are specified in mind in order to focus our action
on making an effective contribution to the global goals
that humanity set itself in 2015 with the 2030 Agenda.

At Vicky Foods, CSR occupies
a prominent place among our
strategic challenges, and we
conceive it as an area that
must be developed in multiple
disciplines and in parallel with
the business itself, permeating
all areas of the company and
guaranteeing coherence and
tangible impact for our actions.

INNOVATION
We produce food of certified quality, applying the most
advanced techniques and technologies.
• FOOD QUALITY AND SAFETY:
We ensure the most stringent sanitary requirements are applied to our products.
• R&D&I: We are committed to the research and
development of new products and processes that
optimise our manufacturing.
ENVIRONMENT
We are committed to efficiency, reducing our carbon
emissions, and the circular economy.
• RESOURCES: We make responsible use of natural
resources.
• RAW MATERIALS AND WASTE: We optimise
the consumption of raw materials and maximise
the value of resources to minimise the waste
generated.
PEOPLE
We generate value for our team, customers, consumers,
the local community, and society in general.
• TEAM: We promote professional development,
work-life balance, occupational health, and respectful treatment.
• SOCIETY: We respond to the demands of our
stakeholders to generate shared value.
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Our business
management system
At Vicky Foods, we care not only about the excellen-

Certifications
in each area
of the IMS
IN THE AREA OF R&D&I

ce of our products but also about our processes and
working methods. Therefore, we have implemented an Integrated Management System based on
internationally recognised norms and standards.
This system and the certifications that comprise it
are periodically verified to attest to the group's due
diligence and to continue to meet our commitment

IN THE AREA OF QUALITY

IN THE AREA OF TALENT
MANAGEMENT

UNE 166002 R&D&I
Management System
(Juan y Juan Industrial
S.L.U., Dulcesa S.L.U.)

to transparency.
This system has the commitment and involvement
of the entire workforce, including the backing of
management, and we are extending it to all 35 of our
companies. In this way, not only do we ensure con-

ISO 9001:2015 Quality
Management System
(Juan y Juan Industrial
S.L.U., Dulcesa S.L.U., and
Vicky Foods Products S.L.U.)

OHSAS 18001:2007 Occupational Health and Safety at
Work (Juan y Juan Industrial S.L.U., Dulcesa S.L.U.)

IN THE AREA OF
ENVIRONMENT

sistency of processes, standards, and best practices,
BRC – Global standard for
food safety
(Juan y Juan Industrial
S.L.U., Dulcesa S.L.U.)

Healthy Business Model
(Juan y Juan Industrial
S.L.U., Dulcesa S.L.U.)

ISO 14001:2015
Environmental
Management System
Certification
(Juan y Juan Industrial
S.L.U., Dulcesa S.L.U. and
Vicky Foods Products S.L.U.)

FS FOOD - International
Featured Standard
(Juan y Juan Industrial
S.L.U., Dulcesa S.L.U.)

Criminal Risk
Management System,
(implemented at the
corporate level)

European EMAS
Regulation
(Juan y Juan Industrial,
S.L.U. and Dulcesa S.L.U.)

but all our communities benefit from their benefits.
These include improving performance and efficiency
by avoiding duplication of processes and documentation, consistency between the group's policies and
objectives, and ease of access, control, and reporting
of information not only internally but also externally, with clear, consistent, and comparable language
and instructions.
Our Integrated Management System is currently
endorsed by the following certifications:
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CERTIFIED COMPANIES
Juan y Juan
Industrial S.L.U.

Area

Dulcesa S.L.U.

Vicky Foods
Products S.L.U.

Environment
ISO 14001:2015

✔

✔

European EMAS
Regulation

✔

✔

ISO 9001:2015

✔

✔

BRC – Global
Standard
for food safety

✔

✔

IFS FOOD

✔

✔

✔

✔

OHSAS
18001:2007

✔

✔

Healthy
Company

✔

✔

Criminal Risk
Management
System

✔

✔

✔

Quality
✔

R&D&I
UNE 166002
HR

✔
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The 20 principles of our Code of Ethics

1.

2.

3.

4.

Prohibition
of child labour

Prohibition
of forced labour

Right to union
representation

Respect for diversity
and equality

5.

6.

7.

8.

Right to privacy

Rejection of workplace
harassment

Occupational health,
hygiene, and safety

Work-life balance and rest
for team members

9.

10.

11.

12.

Diligence and care in the
use of company assets

Responsible handling
of information

Intellectual property

Anti-corruption policy

We promote good conduct
We are guided by a strong value system that we
are proud of and which, in turn, is one of our key

13.

14.

15.

16.

Conflicts of interest

Dealing
with authorities

Relations and work
carried out in different
communities

Respect for the
environment

17.

18.

19.

20.

Quality in the eyes of consumers, customers, suppliers,
and the competition

Quality of advertising
and marketing

Progress and continuous
improvement

Internal promotion,
training, and good
working conditions

strengths. These values are a guarantee to safeguard
our good work and reputation as they ensure
exemplary performance by all members of the team,
starting with our CEO.
Our Code of Ethics is a public written statement
of the values, principles, and ethical standards
that we at Vicky Foods voluntarily embrace. These
values ensure that a strong corporate culture is
maintained to guide staff performance and facilitate decision-making.
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We understand
that it is
Vicky Foods'
responsibility to
extend the scope
of our ethical
behaviour to the
value chain as well.

To facilitate effective enforcement and ensure

During the period for 2020, no complaints were recei-

manner, is developed through specific policies to com-

compliance, we have a Whistle-Blower Channel

ved regarding breaches of the Code of Ethics, and other

bat money laundering, corruption, and bribery, as well

where anyone can report any type of non-complian-

types of communications received through this chan-

as to protect human rights.

ce, confidentially and anonymously. Each report

nel were referred and answered through the correspon-

is assessed by the Social Responsibility and Ethics

ding communication channels set up by the company.

Committee or, when appropriate, the Regulatory

Finally, we have a Distribution Code of Conduct,
which contains the behaviour and standards of con-

Compliance Officer, and processed in a way that

Along with the Code of Ethics, at Vicky Foods we

guarantees confidentiality, anonymity, and no reta-

have a system of due diligence that goes beyond legal

liation for the whistle-blower.

compliance and which, in an honest and transparent

duct that are required of all our distributors.
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1
Raw materials

Employees

We guarantee the quality,
food safety, and supply of
the raw materials we use
in our production (flour,
cereals, eggs, oil, milk,
sugar, etc.).

2

3

4

Manufacturing

Packaging

We have optimised
processes to achieve efficiency levels that allow
our production centres
to anticipate and meet
demands in the shortest
possible time.

We continually strive to
ensure safety and well-being at work while
promoting professional
development and a
good working environment that is motivating
and stimulating for the
2,653 people who make
up our team.

We use technologies
aimed at reducing waste
and optimising both the
quality and quantity
of our packaging and
we are committed to
eco-design to protect
the environment.

Our Value Chain
Our products are the result of the care and attention we take along the entire

Communities
We are committed to the
regions and societies in
which we operate since
our success depends directly on their prosperity.
We generate wealth, promote local employment,
protect the environment,
and collaborate with the
third sector to give back
to the community.

8

value chain, ensuring that all links function correctly to achieve excellence.

Consumers

5

They are the reason for
our business, so we work
tirelessly to actively listen
to them and respond to
their needs and demands
with creative and innovative products that are
healthier, more responsible, and affordable

Customers

7

6

We strive to build trusting relationships with
our customers and listen
to them in order to respond to their needs and
ensure supply.

Distribution
We optimise distribution routes to reach our
consumers efficiently
through both logistics
platforms and our own
distributors.
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Our Facilities

Facilities

4
1
1

Since we started in 1952 as a small family business,
Vicky Foods has grown not only in terms of production and markets, but we have also had to adapt our
business to respond efficiently and sustainably to a
growing and increasingly diverse demand.
We currently have three factories for bakery products, cakes, bakery, breads, creams, and purees
located in the towns of Gandia and Villalonga in

Food plants

Farm

Printing factory

the Valencian Community and in Sig (Algeria), and
another factory for the production of ready meals
located in Xàtiva, (Valencian Community). We also
guarantee the traceability, food safety, and supply

Sales subsidiaries

of egg products at our own farm in Terrateig, also
in the Valencian Community; and to save costs and

Algeria

improve packaging efficiency, we have our own

France

plastic printing and packaging factory in La Pobla

Morocco

del Duc (Valencian Community).

United Kingdom
In addition to our factories, we have sales subsidiaries in four countries: Algeria, France, Morocco,
and the United Kingdom and through our national

80,000

network of independent distributors and commercial
subsidiaries, we guarantee distribution to the more
than 80,000 points of sale we serve in Spain.

points of sale in Spain

23
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Facilities

Spain

Spain

Algeria

Spain

Food plants
GANDIA

VILLALONGA

SIG

XÀTIVA

Products

Products: croissants, pain au
chocolat, ensaimadas, milk
bread, brioches, anise cakes,
muffins, savoury baked goods,
sliced bread, etc

Muffins, palmiers, pastry rolls,
sobaos, pastries, apple pies, fried
and fresh baked goods, bread
rolls, sliced bread, baby food,
spreads, etc., as well as semi-finished products such as filling
creams, toppings, and jams

Muffins, bread, brioches,
and pastries

Ready
meals

Area (m²)

40,207

98,892

8,851

2,000

16

26

3

3

801

765

184

9

84,423

84,626

5,570

12.6

Production lines

Employees

2020 Production
(tonnes)
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Instalaciones

Spain

Spain

Packaging
plant

Farm
TERRATEIG

503,000

Laying hens

2020 production

Coverage

53

Staff

8,350

(tonnes of liquid egg)

100% of the material used for
packaging for our factories

Products

13

Staff

2020 production

•
•

2,236 tonnes
Bags: 95 million
Film:

units

98%

of total demand

France
Subsidiaries
outside
Spain

LA POBLA DEL DUC

Dulcesol France
and Montperal

Morocco
Dulcesol Maroc

Algeria

United Kingdom

Dulcesol
Algérie, Duloran
and Dulcentre

Andana Foods

Proprietary
distribution
network in Spain

17 subsidiaries
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Our product portfolio

We currently produce more than 350 different items

our Be Plus® brand and to improve the nutrition of

ranging from pastries, bread, and bakery products to

existing products.

Since our beginnings in the 1950s, we have pursued a

ready meals and baby food products. In addition, our

strategy of diversification by offering a wide range

ongoing commitment to creativity and innovation in the

All our products are categorised into three main brands:

of quality products that allows us to reach more

food sector allows us to launch products on the market

Dulcesol®, Hnos. Juan®, and Be Plus®.

customers.

that are compatible with a healthier lifestyle such as

Leading the Spanish
and Algerian bakery
and pastry market

Present in 50 countries
on four continents

Intended for professionals in the restaurant
industry and the traditional bakery sector

Line of healthy smoothies,
children's products, and
ready-to-eat meals

Clean label products, no
additives

More than 350 products

Line of frozen dough

Present in international
markets, with a variety
of formats, recipes, and
flavours
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2.3. RELATIONSHIP
WITH OUR
STAKEHOLDERS

ADMINISTRATION

THIRD SECTOR

TEAM

Maintaining direct contact with
governments and administrations where we have a presence
in order to create synergies and
establish collaborations.

Getting involved in social and
environmental initiatives developed by NGOs to respond to
the needs of the community.

Listening to their concerns
and requests and informing
them and involving them in the
challenges and achievements of
the company.

CUSTOMERS AND
CONSUMERS

THE LOCAL
COMMUNITY

THE FOOD
SECTOR

Offering channels of dialogue
through various platforms
and social networks in order
to analyse their degree of
satisfaction and implement
improvement plans that allow
us to respond appropriately to
their needs.

Listening to their requests,
needs, and proposals in order to
take them into account in our
priorities and strategy.

Collaborating with entities such
as the Spanish Agency for Food
Safety and Nutrition (AECOSAN) through various innovation initiatives.

Our stakeholders are all those individuals or groups
that are impacted by or interested in our activities.
These include both the groups that belong to our
value chain (staff, customers, suppliers, distributors,
and consumers) and external groups (administrations,
governments, the media, the rest of the business network, and society in general), and especially for those
communities where we are present and where we
carry out our activity.
We maintain constant and fluid communication with
all our stakeholders to cultivate lasting relationships

SUPPLIERS AND
DISTRIBUTORS
Supporting them on their
journey towards continuous
improvement, sharing best
practices, and engaging them in
our commitment to sustainability in order to move together
towards excellence.

based on trust and transparency. In this way, we can
integrate their needs, requests, and concerns into our
priorities and objectives. To this end, we have multiple
channels of dialogue through which we interact with
public administrations, our customers and consumers,
suppliers, distributors and team, as well as with society
and the third sector.

We interact with
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Awards
SUSTAINABLE
FLAVOUR OF THE
YEAR

PRODUCT OF THE
YEAR 2020

Awarded to the line of muffins and
wholemeal croissants with 0% added
sugars from our Dulcesol® brand.

To Be Plus® spreads: hummus, mutabal, and tomasada, and to Dulcesol®
organic muffins in 100% biodegradable packaging.

2020 TELECO HONORIS
CAUSA AWARD

This active listening process also culminates in the
development of a materiality analysis, a key part
of our CSR management system that allows us to
identify relevant issues both internally and for the
company's main stakeholders. This analysis is therefore the basis on which the strategy, objectives,
and initiatives of our CSR strategy are built.

JOSÉ MARÍA JIMÉNEZ DE
LA IGLESIA AWARD
Business, Society, and Liberal Arts from
the Humanism and Technology Business Forum of the Valencian Community awarded to Victoria Fernández.

From the Official School of Telecommunications Engineers of the
Valencian Community (COITVCV).
Awarded to our CEO, Rafael Juan
Fernández.
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*relative (tonnes of CO2
/ tonnes produced) for
scope 1 and 2 compared
to 2019 thanks in large
part to our commitment
to 100% renewable
electricity.

2.4. MAIN FIGURES

68

more than

years of history

tonnes produced

about

average number of staff

of our
products met
the objective

points of sale

millions
of euros

in distributed wealth

decrease in the

7.8%

2.2%

our carbon footprint*

100%

countries

399

80,000
reduction of

2,653
sugar reduction

50

different products

175,000

73.5%

350

presence in more than

volume of water consumed

more than

of our
products met
the objective

saturated fat reduction

813,000

euros of investment in innovative
projects
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3.1. OBJECTIVES AND RESULTS
AREA OF ACTION

2020 VS 2019 TARGET

2020 RESULTS

RELATED SDGs

• 73.5% of our products comply for sugar
• 100% of our products comply for saturated fat

Fulfilment of commitments with AECOSAN 2017/2020
Innovation
Innovation in new products by 10%

11.13% of sales from new products

5% reduction in water consumption

-2.2% of water consumed

Decrease electricity consumption by 3%

-3.0% of energy consumed

5% reduction in plastic use

-6.1% of plastic used

Reduction of cardboard use by 5%

-8.1% of cardboard used

Reduction of carbon footprint by 5%

-7.8% of CO2 emissions

Decrease non-hazardous waste generated by 3%

-15.3% non-hazardous waste generated

Increased distributed economic value

+5.1% more economic value distributed

Reduce accidents at work

-11.3% fewer accidents

Increase staffing

+2.3% more staff

Increase training hours for staff

-34.0% fewer training hours

Environment

People

• +7.1% more product donation
• +20.9% increase in social partnerships and sponsorships

Increase investment in social action
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3.2. INNOVATION
Food quality and safety

Finally, through our customer service channels,

tributions are a valuable source of information that

which are easily accessible and available to all our cus-

we transform into opportunities for improvement,

At Vicky Foods, our work is guided by an Integrated

tomers and consumers, we manage any queries, com-

adjustment of procedures, and the establishment of

Management System where quality plays a decisive

plaints, suggestions, or reports that may arise relating

corrective measures.

role. We are committed to our customers and consu-

to our products. With these, we not only comply with

mers, and we know that the quality of the products we

our policy of transparency, but we also make progress

produce is our best tool for differentiation and growth.

in actively listening to our stakeholders, whose con-

In line with this commitment, we have a Quality Policy
for Products Manufacturing that has been developed
following guidelines from the main international quality and food safety standards. It applies to both processes and products so we can improve the satisfaction of
our customers and all stakeholders.
In this regard, we have implemented, regularly review,
and certify our strict quality protocols based on the requirements of the ISO9001:2015 Quality Management
Systems standard.
Furthermore, to extend our commitment to quality
to our suppliers, we apply the requirements established by the BRC (British Retail Consortium) Global
Standard for Food Safety, one of the most widely
recognised food safety and quality standards in the
world, and we apply the requirements of the IFS

In order to guarantee
the highest quality
in all our products,
quality and food
safety are an
essential pillar
of our Integrated
Management System.

International Featured Standard FOOD certification
for conducting audits.
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R&D&I

In 2020, we have continued
our commitment
to innovation

1.
Improving the nutritional
profile of our products.

Innovation has made a difference since
our beginnings, allowing what started as a

2.

small neighbourhood oven to become what
we are today, a pioneering company with
quality, healthy, and innovative products

Launching new products.

that respond to the demands and needs of
our consumers.

3.
Developing health
programmes for our team.

Innovation is in our DNA, and as such, it is

4.

one of Vicky Foods' priorities. We have an R&D&I Policy that is materialised in our R&D&I

Raising consumer awareness
through our products and
campaigns.

Management System, certified with the UNE
166002 standard.
Despite the exceptional circumstances that

5.
Fulfilling our commitment
with AECOSAN.

7.
Empowering Vickyfooders to
listen and co-create together
with the community.

we experienced during 2020, and being aware

6.

of the important role that our values have
played in facing challenges and achieving

Investing in our Villalonga
Innovation Centre to
continue to deepen our
commitment to health
and well-being.

success, we have continued to strengthen
innovation and to allocate a large part of our
resources to the development of formulas
that allow us to offer products with nutritional characteristics that are more favourable

8.

to the health of our consumers, that adapt to
their daily needs, and that guarantee respect

Supporting innovation
projects.

for the environment.
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Our track record in promoting health

2008
Removal of azo dyes.

2012

2010
Removal of partially hydrogenated fats and launch of
cereal bars.

Introduction of wholemeal
bakery products.

2013
Launch of the baby products
line, creation of the Chlorella
algae production plant, and
introduction of olive oil in
sliced bread.

2015
The signing of the new PAOS Code
against Childhood Obesity, reducing
sugars and fats, incorporating fibre
and omega 3, introducing the healthy SANNIA line, products with no
added sugars and pastries enriched
with iron (Fe) and calcium (Ca).

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

Introduction of the Be Plus®
line of spreads and extension
of the 0% Dulce- sol® line
with new products with no
added sugar.

Inauguration of our Innovation
Centre in Villalonga.

The signing of the AECOSAN
Collaboration Plan for the
Improvement of Food Composition 2017-2020.

Introduction of the Be Plus®
organic smoothies line as well
as the gluten-free line.

Introduction of organic purees
for seniors - Natur Crem.

During 2020, we continued
to collaborate with AECOSAN, the Spanish Agency

• 5% reduction of saturated fats.

• Incorporation of 17 new
healthy product proposals
such as the spreads and
salads lines manufactured
in Ecoiberope.

• Development of 95
products with less
than 100 kcal.

• Replacing palm oil in
the formulation of
some products.

• 5% reduction of
added sugar.

for Food Safety, Food Security, and Nutrition to achieve
the objectives set out in the
Collaboration Plan for the
Improvement of Food Composition 2017-2020:
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In 2019, we launched Vickyfooders.es, a platform for
participation and co-creation where anyone can share
their ideas, opinions, and proposals for Vicky Foods. 2020
was a year for reinforcing the project where the participation of our consumer community has expanded at
the same time that we have been pivoting the methodology for co-creation of new products towards an
approach more focused on the quality of contributions.

at the heart of our business and products, during

True to our philosophy of
putting consumers at the
heart of our business and
products, during 2020, we have
continued to make progress at
Vickyfooders.

2020, we have continued to make progress at Vickyfooders. These innovation concepts take into
account both future industry trends and consumer
needs, and address issues related to health, new
consumer lifestyles, the consumer experience, and
sales channels experiences.
In keeping with our commitment to innovation, in

As a result, 16 new creative concepts were created

2020 we started two new R&D projects with a total

from the more than 400 ideas contributed by the com-

investment of €813,780 and we completed another R&D

munity. True to our philosophy of putting consumers

project we started in 2019:

COMPLETED

IN PROCESS

IN PROCESS

B2C CONNECTED

FERMENTED BEVERAGES

NUTRIGENOMICS

MICRO-FACTORY AT JUAN

AT JUAN Y JUAN

AT DULCESA

Y JUAN INDUSTRIAL

INDUSTRIAL

Its objective is the re-

The aim of the project is

a series of powdered prepa-

search and development of

to design, develop, and

rations to serve as a perso-

a micro-factory designed

set up a line of fermented

nalised nutritional supple-

to prepare and dispense

beverages made from pro-

ment and to enable users to

personalised health pro-

biotics with sustainable

use them more effectively

ducts on-demand and in

packaging using recycled

to reinforce a healthier and

real-time.

materials.

more targeted diet.

With the aim of developing
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It is also worth noting the
wide variety of new products
we have launched in our main
brands during 2020:
We are expanding the 0% added
sugar line with milk bread; the assortment of muffins with organic variety
and classic mini muffins, with chocolate chips and marble.
We have strengthened the bread
category with multigrain toast,
sesame-free burger buns, and four
types of special breads in 200 g formats: flax, spelt, organic, and quinoa.

We have expanded our catalogue
of clean label products, which are
healthier and suitable for vegans,
with hummus, mutabal, and tomasada spreads made with 100%
natural ingredients as well as aioli
potatoes and two types of salad:
Russian and tropical.

We increased the blister pack format
with rosegons, almond cookies, palmiers, cakes with and without cocoa
coating, pastry rolls, small cakes, and
zebra mini-doughnuts.

We also launched 100%
peanut butter.

In conventional baked goods and
pastries, we are launching fartons,
caramel and strawberry snacks, and
three flavours of chic&love macarons: berry, vanilla, and toffee. The
baked goods launches have been
completed with new croissant formats for the vending channel.

Our Villalonga
Innovation
Centre,
inaugurated
in 2019, has
played a key
role in the
development
of R&D&I
in 2020.

In addition, we extended the biodegradable packaging format to cream
triangles, mini-burger buns, and
mini muffins, among others.
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3.3. ENVIRONMENT
Our environmental management
Our production processes involve the consumption of

At Vicky Foods, we are aware of the importance of

tal pillars of our CSR strategy. Our aim is to progres-

raw materials, the generation of waste, and impacts on

sustainability to ensure a prosperous future, and, for

sively improve our competitiveness while optimising

the environment.

this reason, the environment is one of the fundamen-

resource management.

COMPLY
At all times with applicable environmental legislation
and regulations and make additional, ambitious commitments on a voluntary basis. To this end:

PROMOTE
The design of products and processes that minimise
the impact of our activity on the environment.
• We have launched a new line of biodegradable
packaging that we are gradually introducing in our
Dulcesol® brand products.

2

MAKE
Our business objective is compatible with
the preservation of the environment,
and to this end, we have established the
following pillars:

1

3

CONVEY
Our environmental commitment to our stakeholders
and encourage their compliance, through:
• Our CSR report.
• Our packaging.
• Campaigns.

IMPROVE

4

nts to the en
v ir
itme
m
on
m
o
m
c
en
r
u

t

O

• Reducing our CO2 emissions.
• Reducing the volume of waste and
food waste.
• Promoting animal well-being.

• We have a team and annual budget to ensure
proper compliance and performance.
• We implement a certified Environmental Management System based on internationally recognised
standards.

5

We continuously improve our Environmental Management System so that it
complies with the requirements of the
UNE-EN ISO 14001 standard and the
EMAS Regulation.
• We have set up two Environmental
Committees to continuously review
our performance and propose improvement measures.
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These commitments and initiatives
are implemented through our Environmental Management System which
is applied across all the companies in
the organisation and is audited annually to verify compliance with EU regulation 2017/1505 EMAS as well as the
ISO 14001:2015 standard. Its objective
is to monitor and control production
activities, processes, and work in order
to assess their environmental impact,
establish reduction measures, and implement initiatives that contribute to
sustainable development that respects
the environment and the corporate
culture of Vicky Foods.
We have our own department with
the necessary financial resources and
equipment to ensure compliance and
guarantee the achievement of the
objectives that have been set.
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We optimise resource management

resources, and we are aware of the negative effects that

me weather with long droughts, hunger and rising food

their intensive use can have on the environment and,

prices, floods and rising sea levels, loss of biodiversity,

Responsible management of natural resources is the

in particular, on global warming and the availability of

and the emergence of new diseases on a global scale.

first of the three pillars of our Environmental Manage-

quality water. To minimise our environmental impact,

ment System. The availability of resources is key to our

we work along two main lines: reducing our carbon

In accordance with Article 6 from Royal Decree 100/2011

current production process and will also be key in the

footprint and reducing water consumption.

from January 28, which updates the catalogue of

future, both for the sustainability of our own company

potentially air polluting activities, we are exempt from

and to guarantee the well-being of future generations.
Therefore, and in line with the meaning of the term

calculating our organisation's carbon footprint. Despite

Carbon footprint

this, we have been voluntarily assessing our emissions

'sustainability,’ we strive for optimal resource mana-

for many years in order to understand our current

gement to meet our needs without compromising the

Global warming is one of the main threats we face, so

situation and to implement appropriate measures to

needs of the future.

an early, ambitious, and universal commitment in all

reduce emissions.

sectors of the economy is key to achieving the goals
Our production processes consume not only raw

for the 2030 Agenda and for the reduction targets set

We calculate our carbon footprint following the Green

materials of the highest quality but also electricity and

by the European Union. But it is also essential to avoid

House Gas Protocol guidelines, one of the most

water play an indispensable role in the operation of the

triggering an irreversible deterioration of the planet

recognised international standards, which is also

machines we use. We know that we work with limited

with significant consequences worldwide: more extre-

the basis for the UNE EN ISO 14064-1_2012 standard
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and the standard used by the Ministry for the Eco-

in air conditioning systems), and our scope 2 emis-

in Andalusia and the Valencian Community with an

logical Transition and the Demographic Challenge.

sions, those indirect emissions derived from electri-

installed power of 258 kW, which represents an annual

We also subject this calculation to independent

city consumption.

reduction of 78.85 tonnes of CO2.

The results of the calculation of the three most im-

In 2020, the measures implemented have ensured that

In the calculation, we consider our scope 1 emis-

portant companies for the group show a slight upturn

our carbon footprint has remained virtually stable and

sions, those direct emissions that come from

for scope 1, probably due to the high volume of activity

has not increased at the same rate as production. Thus,

sources that we own or can control (natural gas

we had in 2020. On the other hand, we have managed

we have managed to move, in relative terms, from 0.212

consumption at our facilities, fuel consumption

to reduce our scope 2 emissions by 24% thanks to

tonnes of CO2/tonne produced in 2019 to 0.196 tonnes of

for corporate vehicles, and use of fluorinated gases

the commissioning of three photovoltaic installations

CO2/tonne produced in 2020.

third-party verification.

Carbon footprint for Vicky Foods Products
Ratio
In the case of Vicky Foods Products, the
trend of the group's integrated data has been

tCO2eq/100,000€
invoiced

maintained with a slight increase for Scope 1, whose main source of emissions is our
vehicle fleet, and a large decrease for Scope 2.

Tonnes of CO2
Vicky Foods Products

This drop for Scope 2 has contributed to the

Scope 1

consolidation of a downward trend in the

Scope 2

company's carbon footprint since 2018. In 2020,
there was a 20.23% reduction in the volume of

0.21
0.19

Carbon footprint
(Scope 1 + Scope 2)

total emissions compared to 2019.
114.61

112.93

79.21

107.46

2017

2018

2019

2020

1,020.97 1,065.52

2017

2018

889.67

679.26

2019

2020

1,135.58 1,178.45

2017

2018

968.88

786.73

2019

2020
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Carbon Footprint for Dulcesa

tal emissions have increased by 0.8% compared

Ratio

to 2019. Although a first reading might suggest

tCO2eq/t produced

by 5.94% and production increased by 13.07%

Tonnes of CO2

compared to 2019. Therefore, we believe that

Scope 1

15,123.97

vely, compared to the 2019 data.

15,003.72

been reduced by 10.85% and 4.85%, respecti-

14,550.45

CO2eq/tonne produced and per employee have

14,176.99

Furthermore, in relative terms, the tonnes of

4,004.70

Carbon footprint
(Scope 1 + Scope 2)
5,083.82

proportion to our growth rate.

0.17

Scope 2

4,826.07

by preventing emissions from increasing in

0.19

4,663.95

reduce emissions are having positive results

0.19

11,119.27

the improvement actions taken by Dulcesa to

0.21

9,919.89

during 2020 Dulcesa's workforce increased

9,724.38

a worsening of the situation, the reality is that

9,513.04

With respect to Dulcesa, as the table shows, to-

2017

2018

2019

2020

2017

2018

2019

2020

2017

2018

2019

2020

Carbon Footprint for Juan y Juan Industrial
Regarding Juan y Juan Industrial, the situation is similar to that of Dulcesa, with emis-

Ratio
tCO2eq/t produced

sions increasing by 8.08% with respect to 2019,

17,147.23

17,194.52

18,584.53

employee has increased by 4.87%.

18,302.22

to 2019, although the rate of tonnes of CO2eq/

4,096.34

Carbon footprint
(Scope 1 + Scope 2)
4,724.43

produced has decreased by 3.93% compared

4,788.66

Scope 2

5,155.85

In relative terms, the tonnes of CO2eq/tonne

2017

2018

2019

2020

2017

2018

2019

2020

2017

2018

2019

2020
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Evolution of electricity
consumption at our Gandía
and Villalonga plants.

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

135,094

138,084

139,402

145,323

156,378

176,390

Total
production (t)

0.32

Average
consumption
(MkWh/t)

0.31

0.31
0.30

Electricity consumption
(MkWh)
0.28

Generated Power

0.28

Grid
41,144

TOTAL (MkWh)

41,144

41,441

4,759

41,441

39,777

44,536

3,792

40,706

44,498

4,970

41,221

41,221

5,287

45,084

50,371

The annual calculation of our carbon footprint enables
us to check whether the measures we are implemen-

• Replacing almost all of the fluorescent lamps
with LED or low-consumption lighting.

• Remote control of the air conditioning in all
our bakeries.

resource efficiency.

• Monitoring of energy distribution by production lines.

• Installation of new transformers.

We have reduced our electricity consumption by more

• Connections on AHU fans to regulate speeds.

ting are having an effect, as well as to identify new
potential for reducing and improving process and

than 10% thanks to a set of energy efficiency improvement measures we have implemented. As for the ratio
of electricity consumption per tonne produced at the
group's main production plants (Gandia and Villalonga),
it has remained similar to that of 2019 at 0.28 MWh/t.
The energy efficiency measures we have implemented

• Heat recovery in the boiler room.
• Improvement to the compressor filtration system, reducing energy losses without reducing
air quality.

• Installation of frequency inverters in motors.
• New electrical installations with integrated
circuit breaker monitoring.
• Installation of power and energy sensors.

include the following:
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Natural gas is the energy source that we use in our

• Preventive and corrective machinery maintenance

baking ovens. To optimise its use, we have implemented

plan.

efficiency measures such as:
• Heat recovery from the boiler room.
• Replacement of hot water vapour in heating circuits.
• Replacement of diesel machinery to cleaner
• Replacement of water vapour spray with humidi-

gas-powered machinery has been completed.

fiers; the project is currently close to 50% completed.
• For the coming years, we are working on objectives
• Improved monitoring in fermentation rooms, a
project that has been completed.

We are
committed to
self-consumption
from solar energy.

such as eliminating the use of steam and the implementation of new boilers for domestic hot water.
In 2020, we completed three photovoltaic
installation projects with an installed capacity of 258 kW, resulting in a reduction of
78.85 tonnes of CO2 per year. Its production is
destined to cover the electricity needs of our
distribution centres in Valencia-North and
Seville, and our laying hen farm.
This implementation has been possible
thanks to an investment of €177,251 and allows
us to allocate 219,693 kWh to self-consumption, which represents a savings of 24.4% of
the energy consumed.
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Evolution of natural
gas consumption
at our Gandía and
Villalonga plants

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

135,094

138,084

139,402

145,323

156,378

176,390

Total
production (t)
Average consumption
(MkWh/t)
0.75

0.72

Natural gas
consumption (MkWh)

0.73

0.69
0.67

0.67

Cogeneration
Power grid
97,177

TOTAL (MkWh)

97,177

103,538

13,038

103,538

114,530

101,492

10,752

111,561

100,809

13,326

117,724

104,398

14.118

131,598

117,480

Diesel Consumption (Litres)
Optimising our travel and reducing the use of fossil
fuels: We are progressively switching our fleet to less
polluting vehicles such as electric vehicles for the sales
teams in our offices. In addition, we are planning and
organising meetings more efficiently by prioritising
video-conferencing as much as possible to avoid travel.

2019

Controlling refrigerant gases: As with all the machi-

1,447,585

nery in the production plants, we carry out a review
and preventive maintenance with the aim of minimising malfunctions, cracks, and similar issues that can
cause leaks of the fluorinated gases used both for the

Although consumption was higher in 2020 due to an
increase in our activity, we estimate that the increase
has been controlled thanks to the measures we have
put in place.

air conditioning of common rooms, servers, etc., as well

2020

1,573,911

as those used for cooling the production processes.
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Water consumption
Fresh water is an indispensable resource in our pro-

sumption in relative terms since 2015. In this regard, the

duction process, and we are aware that its availability

ratio of water consumption per tonne of the group's

is increasingly limited and scarce in many parts of the

main production plants (Gandía and Villalonga) during

world. The optimisation of this resource is, therefore,

the 2020 period was 1.73 m3 per tonne produced, re-

a priority in our processes to ensure its availability and

ducing the consumption ratio for 2019 by 2.2%. This

future supply.

demonstrates the effectiveness of the measures we are
taking to optimise the processes where we use water

The measures we have been implementing for years

resources.

have enabled us to achieve a reduction in water con-

Evolution of water
consumption at our Gandía
and Villalonga plants

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

135,094

138,084

139,402

145,323

156,378

176,390

Total
production (t)
Average consumption (m3)
2.28

2.11

2.04

1.92

Consumption (m3)

1.77

1.73

Well water
Tap water
58,462

TOTAL (m3)

227,171

285,633

91,641

223,750

52,184

315,391

232,186

284,370

44,031

235,420

279,451

29,639

247,029

276,668

37,377

267,719

305,096
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Our raw materials and
waste management
Efficient consumption
of raw materials
In recent years, the problem of pollution
from microplastics and the serious damage it is having on the environment and biodiversity has been highlighted. Therefore,
since we are aware of the impact that our

We are leading
the change to
biodegradable
packaging with the
Dulcesol® brand.

packaging waste can have, we are developing projects aimed at the design and

Within the framework of our CSR policy, we continue to

implementation of innovative formats

work on one of the cornerstones of our Environmental

with a lower environmental impact.

Management System: optimising the use of raw materials and reducing waste. We are also committed to

Among the measures we are taking to

innovation in the design of our product packaging with

minimise the use of plastic, we highlight

the aim of eliminating the use of conventional plastics

the following:

and the negative impact they have on the environment.

• Reduction of the thickness of plastic

In 2020, we have begun the process of replacing all
conventional plastic packaging of our Dulcesol® brand

films and packaging surfaces.

with a new material that incorporates a technology
• Use of replacement materials based on

that enables biodegradation, complying with the requirements of international standards in this area.

biodegradable polymers.

This changeover will be completed in the summer of 2021

• In 2019 we eliminated the ties from
Burger buns, thus reducing 3 tonnes of

and will affect 150 million packs of all Dulcesol® bread

plastic per year.

and pastry products, replacing 1,200 tonnes of conventional plastic annually with biodegradable materials.
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Evolution of the consumption of plastic materials at our Gandia and Villalonga plants

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

135,094

138,084

139,402

145,323

156,378

176,390

Total
production (t)

2,3
55
2,2
00

2,3
10

2,3
66

Plastics
consumption (t)

2,3
60

2,5
20

Average consumption

Polyethylene
PET

0.023
0.022

0.022

PP

0.021
0.020

34
0

34
6

41
2

35
5
35
0

33
9

37
7

32
3

39
1

31
6

40
4

66
4

0.019
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Evolution of cardboard consumption at our Gandia and Villalonga plants

With regard to cardboard, the
measures to streamline the
number and formats of boxes
and improve stock control
are producing satisfactory
results and we have noticed a
continuous decrease in con-

Total
production (t)

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

135,094

138,084

139,402

145,323

156,378

176,390

0.1381

0.1381

Relative
consumption
(t/t)

Cardboard
consumption (t)
Cardboard (t)

sumption, both in relative and

0.1272

absolute terms.

0.1180
0.1139
0.1002

18,656

19,068

17,736

17,150

17,816
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Reduction of waste generated

• Process optimisation.

The optimisation of raw materials leads to a

• Recycling and recovery of food by-products to ena-

In a year where we have substantially increased our
production, the measures implemented have allowed

reduction in the volume of waste generated in

us to reduce the relative volume of hazardous and
non-hazardous waste per tonne produced.

ble subsequent use.

our production processes, for both hazardous and
non-hazardous waste. At the same time, we are
carrying out the following initiatives to further

• Constant training for our team, raising awareness
of the importance of waste segregation.

reduce waste:

CATEGORY

TYPE OF WASTE

VOLUME

ACTIONS TAKEN

2019

Non-hazardous
waste

Volume

15,290 t

17,631 t

Waste/t
produced

0,0970 t /t
produced

0,0968 t /t
produced

2019

2020

Urban waste (cardboard, plastic, wood), sludge from
wastewater treatment plants, scrap metal, waste products, and organic waste from laying hens.

Volume
Hazardous
waste

2020

197 t

•
•
•
•

Waste segregation measures.
Recycling bins in offices.
Increased waste recovery.
By-products derived from bread making are converted into ingredients that are incorporated into the
feed for the hens on the farm.

195 t

Cleaning product packaging and solvents used in the
marking of packaging, waste inks and solvents generated in our packaging factory, and certain types of organic waste produced by the laying hens on our farms.

• Optimisation of cleaning frequency and protocols.
Waste/t
produced

0,0013 t/t
produced

0,0010 t/t
produced
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Wastage generated
reduction in global per capita food waste at the point of

2019
Manufacturing companies
Other companies
Total

sale and reduction in production and supply chains.

11,123
1,349

To minimise food waste in our production, we are committed to involving our team by training and informing

12,472

factory operators so that they pay special attention to
avoid any stoppage or breakdowns in our lines. In addition, we are committed to a production model based on
the circular economy in order to use unavoidable waste
as by-products for animal feed.

2020
Manufacturing companies
Other companies
Total

14,287
1,072

Our commitment to animal
well-being

15,359

Eggs are one of the most widely used ingredients in
our products, so to guarantee the highest quality and
ensure supply and traceability, we have our own farm
of laying hens. Thanks to the more than 430,000 hens
at this facility, we supply 98% of our production needs.

Minimising food waste
As a major player in the food sector, we face the

availability, and thus reduce hunger and increase eco-

The latest information on hen well-being indicates the

nomic savings at a time of global recession.

advantages of cage-free production. That is why in 2018

challenge of minimising food waste as a mechanism

we redesigned our model to improve conditions for the

not only for improving our sustainability but also for

In addition, the FAO estimates that 8-10% of global

counteracting the negative impacts it causes.

greenhouse gas emissions are associated with food that
is not consumed.

hens that lay the eggs we use for our products.
Since then, we have built two additional barns for

According to UNEP (the United Nations Environment

cage-free laying, which means that by 2020, we

Programme), reducing food waste would reduce green-

The importance of reducing food waste is also evident in

have managed to keep more than 135,000 hens

house gas emissions, slow the destruction of nature

its inclusion in SDG 12 'Responsible Consumption and

cage-free. This amounts to a total of 31% of our

through land conversion and pollution, increase food

Production' through target 12.3 which aims for a 50%

total number of hens.
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3.4. PEOPLE
Team
Vicky Foods, beyond our products, is each and every
one of the 2,653 people who are part of the team. All our
professionals and their commitment are fundamental
to the success of the group, so we involve them in the
challenges we face, sharing our achievements.
We have a Talent Management Policy that facilitates
the development and implementation of a series of
measures that put people at the centre of our activity
to guarantee their well-being and offer the best possible
working conditions. In addition, we ensure that they
can remain on the team until the end of their working
life, with dignified conditions, being involved, and
allowing for their professional development.
Our policy guarantees equal opportunities for all
people, and we are against any form of discrimination.
We believe that, with the right conditions, anyone can
enter the labour market and provide differential value.
Within our policy, it is worth highlighting the actions
we carry out in favour of equality, to encourage professional development, and to promote health and safety
at work.
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Ensuring equality

access to employment; fair and equitable pay; professional classification, promotion and training; occupa-

We have implemented equality plans in the main

tional health and safety; and non-sexist communica-

companies of the group, Juan y Juan Industrial, S.L.U

tion and language.

and Dulcesa, S.L.U. In addition, we are working to extend these to the rest of the companies, although it is

These six areas of action set out concrete measures

not mandatory. These plans are structured around six

aimed at achieving the nine objectives of our equali-

areas of action: balance of work, social, and family life;

ty plans:

1.

5.

Promoting and ensuring the defence and effective
application of the principle of equality between men and
women, guaranteeing the same opportunities for access
to employment, professional development, training, pay,
and working conditions.

Establishing new measures to promote the balance of
work, family, and personal life.

6.
Regulating the existing Equal Opportunities Committee, whose function will be to ensure the proper development of the equality plans and to guarantee their proper
implementation.

2.
Ensuring that talent management complies with applicable legal requirements for equal opportunities.

7.

3.

Promoting equal opportunities at all organisational levels
through communication and awareness-raising actions.

Increasing the presence of women in the company
in those areas, groups, and jobs where they are
under-represented.

8.

4.

Using social dialogue as a tool to promote equal opportunities and to make progress towards achieving it fully.

Preventing gender-based harassment by applying the
established protocol and ensuring that we have the necessary mechanisms in place to act.

9.
Focusing especially on the group of women victims of
gender violence.
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In addition to these plans, we have established an
Action Protocol in the event of Sexual, Workplace and/
or Gender Harassment that establishes the procedures

OUR ACCESSIBILITY MEASURES

to be followed in the event of such an event occurring

• Parking spaces reserved for people with redu-

or being reported, guaranteeing the protection of the
victim in all cases. No complaints were received in this

ced mobility.

regard during 2020, as in 2019, which does not prevent
• Accessible pedestrian routes guaranteeing au-

the review and updating of protocols to adapt them to
new regulations and the needs of the team.

tonomous, continuous, and safe movement.

We believe that equality is closely linked to the work-

• Ramps and lifts to cross slopes and gradients.

life balance of our staff, who can benefit from the
• Adequate lumen level in lighting to avoid glare.

following measures:

• Elements for landscaping, telecommunication,
gas, and electricity networks without projections, holes, or protrusions that could cause
accidents and that are properly insulated.
OUR WORK-LIFE BALANCE MEASURES
• Grilles and installation covers flush with the
• Flexible working schedule for certain general

pavement so that they are not an obstacle to the

service positions, including intensive working

movement of people with reduced mobility.

hours in summer.
• Offices with sufficient space to eliminate ba• 24-hour cafeteria service at our offices.

Finally, we are committed to equal opportunities for

rriers for people with reduced mobility.

people with disabilities, to whom we offer job oppor• Flexibility in adjusting work shifts according
to the circumstances of each person.
• Autonomy in the choice of holiday leave.

tunities in collaboration with associations such as AS-

• Flooring of indoor routes with hard, smooth

MISAF, Association for the Mentally Handicapped of

and non-slip surfaces, preventing glare and

La Safo, to advance their professional integration. In

reflections.

addition, we are working to improve the accessibility
of our facilities to all our staff and visitors by removing barriers that may interfere with normal access
for everyone.
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Promoting professional development

adapt better to their job and enable them to make an
active contribution to achieving the challenges and

In order to be able to respond adequately to the cha-

objectives set by management.

llenges of production and ever-changing demand, our
team requires a high level of qualification and versa-

Since March 2020, the circumstances of the pandemic

tility. In this sense, we see training as one of the basic

have prevented the normal development of our trai-

pillars of our Talent Management Policy.

ning activity due to capacity restrictions in offices due
to COVID-19. For this reason, we have not been able to

Each year we develop an annual training plan,

carry out all the training actions initially planned by

adapted to the characteristics of production and the

the group, although we have managed to achieve a fair-

different jobs to support the team in updating their

ly high level of compliance thanks to the effort made to

skills and knowledge. In this way, we help them to

adapt the training to an online format.

HOURS OF TRAINING AND PEOPLE TRAINED
2020
Professional category

2019

Hours

People

Hours

People

513

21

892

30

Management, engineers, and degree holders

1,755

100

2,087

81

Technical engineers and diploma holders

156

15

764

18

1,086

75

1,077

79

First and second level skilled workers

734

192

1,373

249

Assistants and junior staff

4,116

346

6,476

449

Total

8,360

749

12,669

906

Senior Management

Department heads and managers
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Promoting health
and safety at work

Accidents with leave

In addition to our commitment
to equality and professional

2020

development, at Vicky Foods, we

79

2020

87

2019

promote a culture of safe work

Accident frequency rate

through various prevention and

37.1

2019

36.3

health promotion measures in
order to ensure safety at each
of our facilities and minimise
occupational accident rates.
These measures are specified

Accident severity rate

in an Occupational Risk Prevention and Health Promotion

2020

Policy, which we are developing
in accordance with the OHSAS

45.2

2019

18001:2007 Occupational Health

37.7

and Safety Standard, whose
migration to the ISO 45001 standard will be completed by 2021.
The data show a reduction in
the number of accidents, although the severity rate per accident
has increased.

Days lost due to accidents 2020
2020

4,203

2019

3,482
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With regard to hours for absences, there have been
363 absences due to COVID-19, of which 82 correspond

As in 2019, in 2020 we continued to work on our

to positive cases and have resulted in a total of 4,417

Healthy Company model and renewed the Healthy

working days lost.

Company (SIGES) certification from AENOR. In
addition, in 2020 we have promoted the following
2020

2019

Number of days of absence

24,703

19,276

Number of hours of absence

197,624

154,208

% absenteeism

5.01%

3.19%

health promotion activities among our team:
• Increasing the healthy products we offer in our
cafeterias and vending machines.
• Salad Day in Gandía: choice of a special salad
from the cafeteria menu.

staff could submit drawings and win prizes for
different categories.

• Promoting the nutritionist service launched
in 2019 that helps us to improve eating habits,

• First aid training.

control weight, and get personalised diets with
• Promoting sports and healthy lifestyle habits

regular monitoring at our facilities.

among our staff, highlighting the sponsorship of
• Establishment of the COVID-19 Crisis Committee
and the Internal COVID-19 Action Protocol.

the Cursa de la Dona de Gandía and the virtual
race supporting "Save the Children." Another
initiative in this regard was our participation in

• Adapting workspaces and shifts to ensure safety
measures and using telework when possible.

the Sanitas Healthy Cities Challenge: we joined
and participated in this sustainable challenge to
take 10,000 steps a day to combat sedentary lifes-

• Psychological and emotional support for all
our staff.

tyles among our people and to promote healthy
lifestyles.

• "1st Safety, Health, and Well-Being at Work

• Health and safety themed months, such as

Drawing Competition”: we celebrated Risk

the 'Emotional Health Month' held in Decem-

Prevention at Work Day with a competition

ber during which we held the "Manage Stress"

where the sons and daughters of Vicky Foods

workshop.
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Society

employment, supporting the most disadvantaged, promoting health and research, and supporting culture.

Distribution of the wealth generated

We began this report by talking about how important it
is for our team and the group to contribute to the deve-

In terms of employment, we are committed to boosting

lopment of the community, both for its benefit and for

local economies by prioritising the recruitment of qua-

our growth, as we know that companies will only thrive

lified personnel from the area, which not only enables

in prosperous societies.

the redistribution of wealth in the community but also
the balance of work and family life for our team thanks

The communities in which we operate not only provide

258.1 M€

paid to suppliers and creditor companies

to the proximity of their workplaces.

us with the raw materials and resources we need for
our products but they are also where the irreplacea-

During 2020, we distributed more than €339 million in

ble links in our value chain come from. Therefore, we

our communities through payments to suppliers and

collaborate with the development and growth of the

creditors, staff remuneration, payments to capital pro-

communities where we are present by creating quality

viders, taxes, and investments made in the community.

57.8 M€

in remuneration

1.06 M€

paid to capital providers

21.8 M€

paid as taxes

0.27 M€

invested in the community
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Our suppliers, allies and a fundamental
part of the company's success
This is one of the stakeholders that have the
greatest impact on our value chain. Their contribution is fundamental for our products to
reach the desired quality and we are also aware
that we must support them and give them the
necessary tools so that they can grow with Vicky
Foods. We don't want to leave anyone behind.
In addition, as a priority and whenever possible,
we work with local suppliers, not only to contribute to generating wealth in the community but
also to reduce the environmental impact associated with preventable transport.
Finally, we make them aware of our high-quality
standards through the Quality and Purchasing
departments, which are in constant contact with
all of the company's suppliers. We also carry out
regular assessments and audits to monitor quality and ensure food safety.
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Our contribution to society

As we know that the positive impact generated is

collaboration agreements with several professorships

greater if we focus our support on certain areas, the ini-

at the Universities of Valencia and Valencia Polytech-

In addition to the impact we have on society through

tiatives where we collaborate are normally focused on

nic, as well as supporting the Palau de les Arts Reina

the generation of employment and the distribution of

promoting health and sports, education, and support

Sofia Foundation as part of our commitment to cultu-

wealth, we are interested in understanding the issues

for culture, science, and research.

re and the performing arts at such a difficult time for

and challenges faced by the communities in which

the sector.
In total, in 2020 we invested more than €270,000 in

we operate.

partnerships and sponsorships, of which more than

This year, we also adapted our social programme to the

For this reason, we materialise our commitment throu-

€45,000 went to direct actions related to the fight

circumstances of the pandemic in order to maximise

gh social initiatives that we promote or join in colla-

against COVID-19.

the impact we could achieve with our resources.

boration with other collectives, institutions, or social
entities and which, on many occasions, our own team

In the last four months of 2020, the new Vicky Foods

joins in on as participants.

Foundation has taken over the management of our

F U N DAC I Ó N
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Our main
social
actions
during the
pandemic

Delivery of PPE
and hand sanitiser
for Vicky Foods
factories and
branches
Given the difficulty of obtaining hand sanitiser during
the first weeks of the
pandemic, the laboratory
staff at the Villalonga plant
took it upon themselves to
manufacture this product
to supply our work centres
throughout Spain.

Supply bags for
truck drivers

Giveaway of
5,000 masks
printed with
superhero
designs

While hotel establishments remained closed,
we supplied bags of food
to the truck drivers who
performed the logistics
service for our factories. In
total, more than 2,000 bags
were handed out.

These masks were
given away among our
consumers through the
Dulcesol® social networks
and ran out in less than
two hours.

Donation of
424,000 kilos of
our products
In the first month of
the pandemic alone, we
donated more than 100
tonnes of Dulcesol® and
BePlus® products to food
banks, the Red Cross,
Caritas, Mensajeros de
la Paz, Food 4 Heroes,
hospitals, shelters, soup
kitchens, and neighbourhood associations.

Care
packages

PPE
Donations

Our commercial delegations have donated more
than 4,000 bags of food
to those entities and
organisations that needed
it most.

Between March and April
2020 alone, we donated
more than 100,000 cloth
masks, 76,000 boot covers,
more than 9,000 FFP2
masks, 3,000 protective
goggles, 1,156 coveralls,
500 hoods, and 55 protective shields to various
public and private centres.
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Solidarity
actions for
health workers
In order to support the
heroes of the pandemic, we
distributed bags of food at
the health centres of the
region. At the same time,
during three weekends,
with the help of Chef
Amadeo and Papel Plast, we
prepared and distributed
lunches for the health workers at Gandía Hospital.

The Care
Pallet

Donation of
€10,000 to FAES

Masks
A Go-Go

For Christmas 2020, we
launched the campaign
''The Care Pallet'' with the
aim of donating a pallet
of products to various
associations chosen by our
commercial subsidiaries
and distributors. Through
this action, we supported,
among others, the 'Somos
Tribu' organisation, which
has been awarded the European Citizen's Prize 2020 by
the European Parliament.

Contribution made to the
Federation of Business Associations of La Safor which
organised a solidarity
marathon to raise funds for
the purchase of protection
materials for health and
security forces personnel.

We promoted the Masks A
Go-Go project with which
more than 160,000 masks
were manufactured and distributed throughout the region. This was made possible
thanks to the daily efforts of
around 450 volunteers.

Banners to
encourage our
staff
We placed banners with the
message 'YOU ARE HEROES!' at each of our work
centres, production plants,
and sales offices in order to
make our infinite gratitude
to the Vicky Foods staff
visible for their efforts and
professionalism during the
health crisis.

The Red Cross
Responds

Donation to
IFEMA

We have responded to the
call of the Red Cross by
supporting this programme
with the donation of our
products for more than
1,000 families and 4,000
people in La Safor and the
province of Valencia.

We also helped by bringing
supplies and food to the
IFEMA field hospital, the
largest COVID-19 hospital in
the country during the worst
weeks of the pandemic.
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The year 2020 has been a social and economic challenge

major investment project consisting of the construc-

that has affected every link in society and has highlighted

tion of an industrial plant in France which will be

the essential role of companies in tackling the major

dedicated to production for the French and European

challenges facing humanity.

market with an expected investment of more than 50
million euros.

In our quest to care for the environment and to be an
active part of the change by working towards the 2030

We believe in the importance of the company actively

Agenda Goals, we face 2021 with the determination to

participating in the creation of value for society as an

materialise our commitment to change all packaging

essential part of it, and we face this new year with the

for our Dulcesol® brand products to packaging made

exciting challenge of strengthening the Vicky Foods

from biodegradable materials. This will mean that

Foundation. Through the Foundation, we will support

150 million packages will be environmentally friendly,

young people with projects such as the Youth Music

enabling us to substitute 1,200 tonnes of conventional

Campus in La Safor and the sponsorship of training

plastic with biodegradable plastic.

projects for young people in new technologies that facilitate access to employment; we will support research

We will also continue our commitment to reducing our

and development in the field of nutrition by promoting

CO2 emissions with the implementation of the plan to

collaboration with chairs at the University of Valencia

install electricity installations from renewable sources

and the Polytechnic University of Valencia and by laun-

through the execution of projects at our Villalonga plant

ching the Award for Research in Nutrition and Health;

and at our commercial offices in Ador and San Vicente

and we will continue to work to combat hunger by

del Raspeig.

donating food to organisations such as the Food Bank
and various soup kitchens whose work in the exceptio-

We want to continue to be a benchmark in healthy food

nal circumstances in which this pandemic has left us is

and, during 2021, we will expand our range of baby food

even more necessary.

with the launch of a range of refrigerated purées with
100% fruit content with no preservatives or colourings to

In short, we will continue to work with humility, hu-

offer healthy and quality alternatives for the youngest

manity, and honesty, doing what we do best: producing

members of the family.

innovative, quality products, committed to generating
social value and caring for the environment.

As part of our internationalisation strategy, 2021 will
mark a milestone in the history of Vicky Foods with a
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Biodegradable
packaging from
the Dulcesol brand

From Vicky Foods,
committed to social
impact and care for
the environment.
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